
Teacher(s):  Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. DeBLanc                
Subject/Grade: 7th /Grade Math                    
Week of March 4, 2024
Domains: Statistics & Probability                        
Lesson Plan Title: Probability 

MATHEMATICS - Mississippi College and Career Readiness Standards for 7th Grade 
7.SP.5 Understand that the probability of a chance event is a number 
between 0 and 1 that expresses the likelihood of the event occurring. Larger 
numbers indicate greater likelihood. A probability near 0 indicates an 
unlikely event, a probability around 1/2 indicates an event that is neither 
unlikely nor likely, and a probability near 1 indicates a likely event.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How will I use a 
number line that ranges from 0 to 1 to 
explain the probability of an event 
happening? 

Q3W8



Date Focus Question Objective I will…

3/4
M

1. How do I represent the likelihood of an 
event on a number line

2. How do I determine if the probability 
of an event is, is closer to 0 or 1  for a 
given situation?

3. How will I know if an event as 
impossible, unlikely, equally likely, 
very likely, or certain.(PART 1)

In the RCC workbook, TSWBAT 

● Represent the likelihood of an event on a 
number line.

● For a given situation, determine if the 
probability of an event is closer to 0 or 1.

● Describe an event as impossible, unlikely, 
equally likely, very likely, or certain.

● Represent the likelihood of an event on a 
number line.

● For a given situation, determine if the 
probability of an event is closer to 0 or 1.

● Describe an event as impossible, 
unlikely, equally likely, very likely, or 
certain.

3/5
T

1) How do I represent the likelihood of an 
event on a number line

2) How do I determine if the probability 
of an event is, is closer to 0 or 1  for a 
given situation?

3) How will I know if an event as 
impossible, unlikely, equally likely, 
very likely, or certain.(PART 2)

On the teacher assigned iReady lesson titled 
“Understand Probability,” TSWBAT…

● Represent the likelihood of an event on a 
number line.

● For a given situation, determine if the 
probability of an event is closer to 0 or 1.

● Describe an event as impossible, unlikely, 
equally likely, very likely, or certain.

● Represent the likelihood of an event on a 
number line.

● For a given situation, determine if the 
probability of an event is closer to 0 or 1.

● Describe an event as impossible, 
unlikely, equally likely, very likely, or 
certain.

3/6
W

How will I analyze and correct a 
graded assessment to fine-tune my 
mathematical skills?

TSTBAT use the UNRAVEL strategy to 
solve assessment real-world problems  
in order to clear up any 
misconceptions.

-Use the UNRAVEL strategy to solve 
challenging problems.
-Rework the most missed problems.
-Develop an understanding of why 
mistakes were made on the MPT 3.6.

3/7
TH

TBA (Based on MPT 3.6 data.) RCC workbook pages will correlate to 
the most missed standard on MPT 3.6..

-Practice a variety of  new strategies 
on real-world mathematical 
problems.

3/8
F

What is the difference between 
theoretical and experimental 
probability?
 How can I use this knowledge to 
predict the outcome of future 
events?

TSWBAT predict the outcome of events 
by solving a variety of problems in 
their RCC workbook.

● Explain the difference between 
theoretical and expert 
probability. 

● Predict the outcome of events 
by issuing data from 
experiments and theories. 



03/04/24 (Monday)
BELL RINGER 5 minutes



Independent Practice

In Volume 2 of your workbook, complete 
the following…
1. Read the family letter on page 673 (Lesson 30: 

Understand Probability)
2. Complete problems 1-4 on pages 675-676.

In Google Classroom…
● Choose “Probability Task Cards”
● Follow directions & Complete

Tip: Use the “Family Letter” on page 673 for help.



Page 673



Read page 673



Read page 673



Independent Practice

Complete Page 675/ Problems 1a, 1b, & 1c.

2



Independent Practice

Complete Page 675/ Problems 2a, 2b, 2c & 2d.
3



Independent Practice
Complete Page 6763



Independent Practice
Complete Page 6763



Independent Practice
Complete Page 6773



Independent Practice
Complete Page 6783



1.

What is the probability 
that you will pull out a red 
marble?

OR ____ in ____OR ____ in ____

Is it… (circle the probability)

Certain Likely Equally 
Likely

Unlikely Impossible 

?

?

? ?



OR ____ in ____

Is it… (circle the probability)

Certain Likely Equally 
Likely

Unlikely Impossible 

2.

What is the probability 
that you will pull out a blue 
marble?

?

?

? ?



OR ____ in ____

Is it… (circle the probability)

Certain Likely Equally 
Likely

Unlikely Impossible 

3.

What is the probability 
that you will pull out a 
yellow marble?

?

?

? ?



OR ____ in ____

Is it… (circle the probability)

Certain Likely Equally 
Likely

Unlikely Impossible 

4.

What is the probability 
that you will pull out a red 
marble?

?

?

? ?



Make it certain to pull out a blue 
marble.

OR ____ in ____

5.

?

?

? ?



Make it impossible to pull out 
a green marble.

6.

OR ____ in ____OR ____ in ____

?

?

? ?



Make it likely to pull out a red 
marble.

7.

OR ____ in ____OR ____ in ____

?

?
? ?



0 1

Directions: Drag the fraction to the correct place on the 
number line. Then drag the marbles into the bag to 

match the fraction. 

Is it… (circle the probability)

Certain Likely Equally 
Likely

Unlikely Impossible 

8.

Red



Directions: Drag the fraction to the correct place on the 
number line. Then drag the marbles into the bag to 

match the fraction. 

0 1

Is it… (circle the probability)

Certain Likely Equally 
Likely

Unlikely Impossible 

9.

Blue



10.
Directions: Drag the fraction to the correct place on the 

number line. Then drag the marbles into the bag to 
match the fraction. 

0 1

Is it… (circle the probability)

Certain Likely Equally 
Likely

Unlikely Impossible 

Green



Closure
Complete!4



March 5, 2024 (Tuesday)
Directions: 
● Login to iready (Math).
● Choose the lesson titled, 

“Understand Probability.”
● Pass the lesson.
● Complete a lesson on your 

path. 
● Get 45 minutes total!



March 6,  2024 (Wednesday)
BELL RINGER

What did you do to prepare for the 
MPT 3.6? Write 2-3 sentences. 
***If you did not do anything, list what you can 
do next time.***

5 minutes



Review MPT 3.6



= ___= ___ =defective
whole



Area of a triangle = 0.5(base × height)
Area of a rectangle = base × height



Mean: add & divide
Median: order, then middle
Mode: most
Range: difference between 
largest and smallest

6th Grade: 30, 50, 60, 65, 65, 75, 80, 80, 90
7th Grade: 50, 70, 70, 80, 80, 80, 85, 95, 95



P
E
MD
AS



Area of rectangle = base × height

Area of circle = 3.14 × radius  × radius



Find the area of all 6 
rectangles, then add.



What is the population?

Does the sampling method give EVERYONE in the 
population a chance to be part of the sample?

Is the sampling method random?



 A + B > C
7 + 15 > x



7% of sales = commission
              0.07s = 84





March 7, 2024 (Thursday)BELL RINGER



To be announced based on MPT 3.6

The teacher will …
● choose the RCC workbook lesson that correlates 

with the most missed standard.

Independent Practice



Page 685



Read page 685



Read page 685



Complete the problem on 691. (Help on page 692)

1



Complete the problem on 691. (Help on page 692)

=1/10 = 0.1

1



Complete page 694/Problems 7, 8, & 92



Complete page 694/Problems 7, 8, & 9
3



Complete page 694/Problems 7, 8, & 9

4



Closure

Complete!

5



CLOSURE

Directions: List, link, learn.

1. List anything that still confuses you.
2. Link the practice problems to how this 

skill is used in everyday life.
3. Tell me what you learned.



Bell Ringer 
March 8, 2024 (Friday)
Complete!

1



Complete page 697. 
Help on page 698.



Complete page 697. Help on page 698.



Look at the example on page 701.



Complete page 701/ 
Problems 1a & 1b.

x 1000

x 10,000

3



Complete page 702/ 
Problems 2 & 3.

4



Complete page 702/ 
Problems 2 & 3.5



Read & Review.



Which operation is used when calculating the probability?

6



Read & Review.



Read & Review.

Describe how to find the experimental probability of an 
event.

7



Read & Review.



Read & Review.



How are theoretical probability and experimental 
probability different?

8



Read, Review, & Answer the Question.

An event has a theoretical probability of 0.5. What does this 
mean?

9



Read, Review, & Answer the Question.

Describe an event that has a theoretical probability of    . 



Closure 10



CLOSURE

Directions: List, link, learn.

1. List anything that still 
confuses you.

2. Link the practice problems 
to how this skill is used in 
everyday life.

3. Tell me what you learned.



Remediation & Enrichment

Monday Wednesday Thursday

B25
Activity: TTW pull individual 
students & ask guided questions 
about the assigned workbook 
pages for the day. (What is this 
problem about? What are you 
trying to find out? What 
information is important?)
Teacher: Ms. DeBlanc

Activity: TTW pull individual 
students & ask guided questions 
about the assigned workbook 
pages for the day. (What is this 
problem about? What are you 
trying to find out? What 
information is important?)
Teacher: Ms. DeBlanc

Activity: TTW pull individual 
students & ask guided questions 
about the assigned workbook 
pages for the day. (What is this 
problem about? What are you 
trying to find out? What 
information is important?)
Teacher:  Mrs. Breazeale

Bubbles Activity: TTW pull individual 
students frequently scoring below 
50% on MPTS.  Ask guided 
questions about the assigned 
workbook pages for the day. 
(What is this problem about? What 
are you trying to find out? What 
information is important?)
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. 
DeBlanc

Activity: TTW pull individual 
students frequently scoring below 
50% on MPTS.  Ask guided 
questions about the assigned 
workbook pages for the day. 
(What is this problem about? What 
are you trying to find out? What 
information is important?)
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale & Ms. 
DeBlanc

Activity: TTW pull individual 
students frequently scoring below 
50% on MPTS.  Ask guided 
questions about the assigned 
workbook pages for the day. (What 
is this problem about? What are 
you trying to find out? What 
information is important?)
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale 

T25 Activity: While the teacher is 
pulling individual students 
frequently scoring below 50% on 
MPTs,  use them to explain 
concepts in a different way when 
needed. 
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale 

Activity: While the teacher is 
pulling individual students 
frequently scoring below 50% on 
MPTs,  use them to explain 
concepts in a different way when 
needed. 
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale 

Activity: While the teacher is 
pulling individual students 
frequently scoring below 50% on 
MPTs,  use them to explain concepts 
in a different way when needed. 
Teacher: Mrs. Breazeale 

68



MPT 3.6 Student Results
1st Period 3rd Period 4th Period 5th Period 7th Period

Rubies 
0 - 40%

Amethyst
41 -60% 

Emeralds 
61-70%

Sapphires 
71-100%


